Deere 1050

The John Deere compact utility tractor is the largest in the series that also includes the John
Deere , the John Deere and the John Deere tractors. Whether you choose a 4X4 or a 4X2 model,
they both come with the same engine. This is a Yanmar 3 cylinder model that has a total
displacement of 1. The engine is turbocharged and has a dual paper air filter fitted to filter dust
and other particulate matter from the air intake before it enters the engine. The fuel tank that
supplies the John Deere with diesel can hold up to The engine powers the hydraulic system
which in turn powers many of the attachments. These include things like JD 75 and JD 80 front
loaders as well as the rear hitch category 1. The top speed of the JD is The John Deere compact
utility tractor does not come with a cab as standard. Instead it has a 2 post ROPS roll over
protection system , so if you do plan on using it in areas with severe weather, you may consider
either another machine that does have a cab or perhaps you could build your own. Have you
ever operated the JD ? Or even owned one? If so then you can help out the Tractor Review
community by leaving a review of your experience below. Have Your Say! Leave A Review Do
you love or hate this tractor? You can have your say below by leaving review. Mine has some
problems. It works though and is safe and that is as good a start as I can hope for. The tractor
shifts and operates well though and the dealer made sure it had a seat belt and that all the light
worked too. Name required. Mail will not be published required. Website optional. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary Always Enabled
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. John Deere 1 Review.
Average Ratings Performance. John Deere 2. Posted in John Deere. James L Tyree II says:.
September 8, at pm. Leave a Review How to use this form Please fill out your name and email
first website optional. Then give your ratings for this model and year of production. Afterwards,
please fill out the 5 fields to give a full review on this model before hitting the "Submit Review"
button. Click here to cancel reply. Search For Your Favorite Model. Bad Boy. Cub Cadet. John
Deere. Lawn Boy. Massey Ferguson. Massey Harris. New Holland. Snow Joe. Troy Bilt. Weed
Eater. White Outdoor. Yard Machines. Privacy Contact About Disclaimer. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Necessary
Necessary. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Overall Satisfaction. Pros : Turbo diesel, larger 28 r-1 tires,
pretty quiet and easy on fuel. Unique diesel engine sound and can idle at rpm. I like the turn
crank style right hand lower link adjustment on the 3pt hitch and it is a simple utilitarian tractor
which will last for a very long time. Simple to work on and has only partially enclosed engine
which makes for easier servicing. Can check fluids without lifting hood. No fancy and expensive
electronics. Can put Roll Guard canopy with 4 roof mounted flashers and sound deadening
insulation in roof liner on it. Big enough to be of same height as trucks and SUVs on the road
when driving it and above cars. Cons : Will not be able to use high blends of biodiesel due to
older age. Radiator screen is mounted on with wing nuts meaning one will have to wait for
engine to cool down before removing screen, but you can still blow it off or use some grass to
wipe off chaff. Seat is not very thick and road travel speed is only I would like 16 or 17 mph at
least. I do not know how much the 3pt can lift and I have not foundt info online about that.
Attachments : 75 loader was an option. Can use 2 bottom plows, 2 row71 flexi-planter, 6 foot
disk and 6 foot rototiller. Year of Manufacture. John Deere tractor was built by the Yanmar for
John Deere from to The John Deere tractor is fitted with a 1. The compression ratio rating is
This engine produced I hope it will be useful to you. But If you have any problem regarding this
post, then please comment in the below comment box. I will try to solve your problem as soon
as possible. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are

termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Leave this field empty. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Yanmar turbocharged diesel
3-cylinder liquid-cooled ci [1. Power gross :. Air cleaner:. Rated RPM:. Starter volts:. Oil
capacity:. Coolant capacity:. Engine gross :. Drawbar claimed :. PTO claimed :. Drawbar tested :.
PTO tested :. Ag front:. Ag rear:. Hydraulic system:. Rear PTO:. Rear RPM:. Engine RPM:. Pump
flow:. Two-post ROPS. Weight shipping :. Weight operating :. Weight ballasted :. Front tread:.
Rear tread:. Loader type:. John Deere Height to pin :. Clearance, dumped bucket:. Dump reach:.
Dump angle:. Reach at ground:. Rollback at ground:. Breakout force lift :. Breakout force bucket
:. Lift to full height at pin :. Lift to 1. Bucket width:. Raise time to height:. Bucket dump time:.
Lowering time:. Rollback time:. Backhoe type:. John Deere 8A. Reach from pivot:. Loading
height:. Bucket force:. Cutting width:. Standard Eco mode maximizes fuel economy without loss
of performance, automatically adjusting engine rpm and transmission settings based on load to
burn up to percent less fuel depending on application. Thanks to electrohydraulic controls, the
K Dozer is grade-control ready, making adding a system as easy as plugging in the
components, calibrating, and going to work, whether you prefer Leica, Trimble, or Topcon.
Low-effort controls command blade curvature and the full-featured hydrostatic drivetrain,
delivering predictable response at all times and virtually eliminating jerky or abrupt movements.
Ergonomically correct joystick provides intuitive, low-effort control of steering, direction, and
ground speed. A stockpiling package with large cubic-yard coal blade is available for
coal-stockpiling applications. If taking out trash is on the agenda, a purpose-built waste-handler
package with choice of multiple blade options is available. Additional seals and guarding, a
high-debris radiator, and a deluxe 10 LED worklight package that can help boost productivity at
all hours are some of the heavy-duty features of both stockpiling and waste-handler packages.
Large hinged doors provide access to dipsticks, fill tubes, maintenance-free batteries, and
vertical filters. Convenient service points make quick work of the daily routine. Operator
stations tilts a full 70 degrees in only minutes, for wide-open drivetrain-component access.
Dual-path hydrostatic transmission allows you to push a full load through turns without losing
material, unlike torque-converter transmissions on many competitor machines. New suspended
double-bogie undercarriage is designed to reduce peak vibrations in the operator station by up
to 75 percent, minimizing breakdowns and wear caused by harsh impacts in rocky
environments and boosting productivity. Both Extended Life and Heavy-Duty undercarriages
with sealed and lubricated track SALT have a no-nonsense oval-track design with only one
wear-causing forward-travel flex point, for longer life. One-piece welded mainframe resists
torsional stress, absorbs shock loads, and delivers maximum strength while allowing handy
service access to major components. Heavy-duty undercarriage is sealed, lubricated, and built
to last. Its no-nonsense oval-track design has only one wear-causing forward-travel flex point,
for longer life. View Offer Details. Skip to main content. Electronic Solutions. Rental Sales. View
All Equipment. View Used Equipment. John Deere Financial. Make a Payment. Sign In To My
Account. Owner Information. Net Power: kW hp at 1, rpm Operating Weight: 42,â€”43, kg
94,â€”95, lb. Track on Ground: 3, mm Build Your Own Find a Dealer. Download Product
Brochure. Pipelayer-Ready Crawlers Fast Fact. Waste Handlers Brochure. Compare to
Competitors. Build Your Own. Grade-Control Ready Thanks to electrohydraulic controls, the K
Dozer is grade-control ready, making adding a system as easy as plugging in the components,
calibrating, and going to work, whether you prefer Leica, Trimble, or Topcon. Cab and Controls
Low-effort controls command blade curvature and the full-featured hydrostatic drivetrain,
delivering predictable response at all times and virtually eliminating jerky or abrupt movements.
Available Configurations. Simple Maintenance Large hinged doors provide access to dipsticks,
fill tubes, maintenance-free batteries, and vertical filters. Hydrostatic Transmission Dual-path
hydrostatic transmission allows you to push a full load through turns without losing material,
unlike torque-converter transmissions on many competitor machines. Independent track control
speeds up or slows each side â€” for smooth, full-power turns. Pipeline-Ready Configurations
inch-longer track than K includes sideboom plates, for sure stability and simple installation.
Fuel-conserving Eco mode is helpful in PL applications where longer idle times are possible.

Dual-path hydrostatic transmission delivers more precise control along the trench. Available in
two configurations for , lb. Show More Show Less. Select Different Model. Export to Excel.
Speed - Forward Maximum, kph mph 11 6. Operating Weight, kg lbs Resources Complete
Solutions. John Deere WorkSight Technology Turn data into insights to optimize your
machines, uptime, jobsites, and ultimately your bottom line. Explore WorkSight. John Deere
Ultimate Uptime Ultimate Uptime is a dealer-delivered support solution designed, based on the
needs of your business, to maximize your uptime. More About Uptime. Features and
specifications are based on published information at the time of publication. Features and
specifications are subject to change without notice. John Deere K Crawler Dozer. This tractor
was manufactured by the Yanmar for John Deere from to The JD is equipped with a 1. The
compression ratio rating is This engine produced The JD is equipped with manual steering,
differential mechanical internal expanding shoe brakes, open operator station with two-post
ROPS and Following attachments are available for the John Deere compact utility t
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ractor:. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are as essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Forward:

